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Donald Trump vigorously defended law enforcement during his presidential campaign. He pledged to restore order to
the nation’s cities—where violent crime is surging—and to reinvigorate the rule of law. His appointment of conservative
Republican senator Jeff Sessions as attorney general was a strong signal that Trump’s words were more than campaign
rhetoric. Now that the Trump administration and the Sessions-led Justice Department are up and running, where should
they focus their efforts?
The most immediate goal of the Trump administration should be to change the elite-driven narrative about the criminal-justice system. That narrative, which holds that policing is lethally racist, has dominated public discourse since the
fatal shooting of Michael Brown in Ferguson, Missouri, in August 2014. In response, officers are backing off of proactive
policing, and violent crime is rising fast: 2015 saw the largest one-year spike in homicides nationwide in nearly 50 years.
That violent-crime increase has continued unabated through 2016 and into the early months of 2017. A Trump administration official—perhaps Attorney General Sessions, or the president himself—should publicly address the question of
what we expect from police officers: Do we want them to be proactive and to try to stop crime before it happens? Or do
we want them to be purely reactive, responding to crime only after someone has been victimized? The administration
should explain that data-driven, proactive policing made possible the country’s 20-year, 50 percent violent-crime decline
that began in the mid-1990s.
In February, Sessions made a good start in turning around the false narrative about policing, addressing the National
Association of Attorneys General. Sessions warned that the nation’s violent-crime decline is now at risk, while acknowledging that the crime increase is not happening in every neighborhood. Yet we are diminished as a nation, he said, when
citizens “fear for their life when they leave their home.” (To be blunt, the violent-crime increase has hit almost exclusively in black neighborhoods. Nine hundred additional black males were murdered in 2015 compared with 2014, bringing
total black homicide deaths that year to more than 7,000. It is a marker of the perversity of elite rhetoric about race that
both Trump and Sessions have been fiercely attacked as racist for pledging to save black lives.)
Sessions noted that officers have become reluctant to get out of their cars to conduct discretionary stops and other
“up-close” preventive policing. The administration should go further: it should convey the charged, hostile atmosphere in
which officers in many urban areas now operate, thanks to the hatred spread by the Black Lives Matter movement. Gun
murders of officers increased more than 50 percent in 2016, led by the targeted assassinations of cops.
A frontal assault on the dominant narrative about a racist criminal-justice system will require laying out the stark racial disparities in criminal offending and victimization. The public has been kept in the dark for decades about how vast
those disparities are: blacks commit homicide at eight times the rate of whites and Hispanics combined, for example,
and die of homicide at six times the rate of whites and Hispanics combined. Lifting that veil of ignorance is necessary
to explain why officers operate more actively in minority neighborhoods—in order to save lives. The public must also
understand that it is law-abiding members of high-crime communities themselves who beg the police to maintain order,
and that such public-order policing was central to the now-jeopardized 20-year crime decline.
The federal government will be vigilant against abusive policing, the administration should say, but it will not deem
police departments and police officers biased for proactively fighting crime.
The federal government’s practice of slapping years-long consent decrees on police departments calls out for reform.
There is zero chance that civil rights attorneys in the federal government know more than police departments do about how
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to fight crime constitutionally and successfully. Yet the
Obama administration opened 25 “pattern-or-practice”
civil rights investigations, based on the false notions that
police bias is widespread and that federal lawyers are
qualified to recommend effective police practices. The
Department of Justice is currently enforcing 14 consent
decrees with local departments, which grew out of such
investigations. At a minimum, the Trump administration
should publish data on how much the Obama-era investigations and consent decrees have cost those departments.
At the end of March 2017, Sessions announced a review of existing and pending consent decrees. The immediate target of this review was a consent decree for
the Baltimore Police Department, hastily signed in the
waning days of the Obama administration and at that
point still awaiting final approval from a federal judge.
Sessions’s reevaluation was fully justified. As is typical,
the Obama-era DOJ report that preceded the Baltimore
decree failed to put numbers behind its charge that the
Baltimore PD engaged in a “pattern or practice” of unconstitutional policing. The Obama report blasts the Baltimore cops for “clearing the corners” of miscreants and
loiterers, but the police engage in such corner-clearing
at the behest of the community. Since the report came
out in summer 2016, Baltimore neighborhoods have
been overrun by drug dealers, who now believe that they
can operate with impunity. Residents have begged the
department to return to corner-clearing and other publicorder enforcement.
The proposed Baltimore consent decree discourages
all such self-initiated police activities. It requires officers
to contact a supervisor before making an arrest for minor offenses like disorderly conduct. It prohibits officers
from stopping and questioning trespassers and loiterers,
unless the officer has received a call for service regarding those individuals. The spurious philosophy beneath
these rules is that policing should focus on “serious offenses,” not “minor infractions.” But the best way to prevent serious offenses is to maintain public order in highcrime areas. Proponents argue that the deemphasis on
low-level enforcement will save money; in fact, it will
only lead to more high-level crime.
Violent street crime in Baltimore has remained at
alarming levels in 2017; shootings were up 78 percent
through February 25, compared with the same period in
2016; homicides were up 38 percent through early March.
These increases come on top of the highest per-capita
homicide rate in the city’s history in 2015 and close to
that record rate in 2016. Complying with the consent de-

cree will cost financially struggling Baltimore millions
of dollars—money that could be better spent hiring new
officers and giving them rigorous tactical training. Officers will be pulled from the streets to compile reports
for the overpaid federal monitor, covering matters including—as reported in the Power Line blog—whether
beat cops respect an individual’s chosen “gender identity” in addressing him (or “zim”). In March 2017, seven
plainclothes Baltimore officers were indicted for extortion and fraud. The consent decree is irrelevant to this
egregious failure of supervision, focusing as it does on
the usual policing-is-racist narrative. Five of the seven
indicted officers were black.
The Sessions Justice Department requested a 90-day
pause before District Court Judge James Bredar made
the Baltimore decree irrevocable. This request triggered
strenuous protest, not just from activists and Democratic politicians but also, bizarrely, from Baltimore police
commissioner Kevin Davis himself. Davis in essence
was declaring his inability to manage his own police
department without federal oversight. Judge Bredar rejected the DOJ request for a 90-day extension and approved the decree on April 7, consigning Baltimore and
Maryland taxpayers to a depleted and demoralized police force and to tens, if not hundreds, of millions of dollars of unnecessary costs and fees.
The next target of the Sessions consent decree review
is an as-yet unfinalized consent decree in Chicago. Since
no agreement between the Justice Department and Chicago officials has been signed, the Justice Department
should drop negotiations and pull out. The Obama-era
report that triggered the pending consent decree suffers
from the same flaws as the Baltimore report: it provides
no quantified evidence for its claim that the Chicago Police Department engages in systemic civil rights abuses.
The mayhem in Chicago in February and March 2017
alone included the slaying of a two-year-old boy and two
other children in separate drive-by shootings over four
days, and the spread of rape, robberies, carjackings, and
kidnappings into downtown and other previously safe
neighborhoods. Quelling that violence will not be made
easier by diverting police resources into the care and
feeding of a federal monitor.
The 2012 police consent decree in New Orleans, for
example, is projected to cost $55 million over five years;
the actual cost will be much higher. A recent news story
trumpeted the fact that sexual-assault complaints rose 83
percent in 2015 (allegedly suggesting greater “gender”
sensitivity in the New Orleans Police Department). What
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should be of greater concern is the fact that New Orleans
is also in the midst of an ongoing violent-crime spike.
Shootings and homicides more than doubled in January
2017 over January 2016, notwithstanding that 2015 and
2016 had already seen a significant rise in murder and
shootings.
Sessions’s announced review of pending consent decrees brought forth the same claims of impotence on the
part of Chicago officials as it did in Baltimore. The attorney general should ignore these professions of dependency on the federal government and do the right thing
for the law-abiding residents of Chicago’s gang-terrorized neighborhoods by tearing up the proposed decree.
The Department of Justice’s Civil Rights Division
should formulate and publish the criteria that it will use
to open pattern-or-practice civil rights investigations of
police departments. It should quantify the constitutional violations that it uncovers during pattern-or-practice
investigations and explain how it concludes that these
infractions rise to the level of a “pattern or practice” of
civil rights abuses.
The federal government should analyze police actions against a benchmark of crime rates, not population
data. If 55 percent of police stops in a jurisdiction have
black subjects, for example, the relevant starting point
for analysis is the percentage of violent crime committed by blacks, not the black percentage of the resident
population.
The specious population benchmark for finding police discrimination is typical of the disparate-impact
analysis that drove most criminal-justice policy under
the Obama administration. Such analysis should be extirpated in its entirety. There is not a single colorblind
law-enforcement practice that does not have a disparate
impact on blacks and Hispanics, given their higher rates
of crime. The only way to avoid a disparate impact in
law enforcement is to stop enforcing the law.
Before the election, the FBI announced a worthy initiative to collect and publish data on all officer uses of
force. Such reporting must be accompanied, however,
by information on local crime rates, since police use of
force will occur most frequently where cops encounter
armed and resisting suspects.
Crime-fighting remains overwhelmingly a local matter. But federal agents—from the FBI, the Drug Enforcement Administration, the Bureau of Alcohol, Tobacco,
Firearms, and Explosives, and the US Marshals Service—can provide vital assistance. Federal law enforcement reoriented itself toward counterterrorism and cy-

bercrime following the 9/11 Islamist terror attacks. With
violence skyrocketing in many urban areas, it is time for
a rebalancing. Embattled police departments are calling
for more federal agents to work on joint gun and drug
task forces. Trump’s proposed budget for the Justice Department has recognized that demand by allocating an
additional $175 million to address violent crime.
US gun and drug prosecutions fell significantly during the Obama years, discouraged by the administration’s belief that mandatory-minimum federal sentences, especially for drug trafficking, have resulted in the
“mass incarceration” of minorities. In fact, drug enforcement plays no role in disproportionate black incarceration rates. If all drug prisoners were removed from the
nation’s prisons, the share of black prisoners would drop
from 37.4 percent to 37.2 percent. Libertarians might
welcome the five-year, 18 percent drop in federal drug
prosecutions, but neighborhoods riven by drug violence
do not. In Baltimore, when the local police stopped making drug arrests following the anti-cop riots of April
2015, shootings spiked. Attorney General Sessions must
encourage US attorneys in high-crime areas to increase
their gun and drug cases, including RICO prosecutions.
While modest changes in the federal sentencing guidelines for drug trafficking are acceptable, they should not
be undertaken in the name of “racial justice.”
All federal law-enforcement agencies should adopt
a CompStat system for information-sharing and analysis. CompStat, first developed in the New York Police
Department under Mayor Rudolph Giuliani, holds commanders ruthlessly accountable for measurable results.
A White House allegedly informed by business acumen
should welcome such a proven system for bottom-line
accountability.
Obama’s first attorney general, Eric Holder, called
on local US attorneys to involve themselves in prisoner
reentry and rehabilitation activities. The Trump administration should determine if that initiative is producing
enough crime reduction to justify the diversion of scarce
prosecutorial resources; arguably, reentry activities are
most efficiently carried out by US probation officers.
Federal prisons, on the other hand, can serve as a model
for prison work policies and prisoner education. The Bureau of Prisons should partner with private business for
job-skills development, as recommended in the Sentencing Reform and Corrections Act of 2015.
Sanctuary cities, counties, and states must be severely penalized. These scofflaw jurisdictions, numbering about 300, refuse to cooperate with Immigration and
3
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Customs Enforcement (ICE) efforts to deport convicted
illegal-alien criminals. When ICE requests that a jail in
a sanctuary jurisdiction briefly hold a criminal who has
finished serving his sentence so that ICE can pick him
up for deportation, the jail will deliberately release him
before ICE can arrive, unless his crime was particularly
heinous. Over just one week in late January 2017, ICE
found 206 criminal aliens who had been released back
to the streets in defiance of a detention request. Their
convictions included aggravated assault with a weapon,
robbery, rape, aggravated assault against a family member, domestic violence, life-threatening arson against a
residence, burglaries of homes and businesses, battery,
carrying a prohibited weapon, resisting an officer, driving under the influence, forgery, and indecent exposure.
Pending charges against those released aliens included
homicide, aggravated assault against an officer with a
weapon, and indecent exposure to a minor.
Such disobedience of lawful federal requests undermines the constitutional system. It is also a betrayal of a
fundamental truth that big-city police chiefs purport to
believe: that all violations of public order, including socalled low-level offenses, threaten community cohesion
and safety. There is no public benefit to sending an illegal-alien criminal back into the community if grounds
exist for removing him. Congress should impose liability
on local law-enforcement officials if someone is victimized by an illegal-alien criminal released in defiance of
ICE.
Passage of the Mandatory Minimums for Illegal Reentry Act of 2015, which establishes a compulsory fiveyear sentence for illegal reentry, would encourage US
attorneys to prosecute illegal aliens who have reentered
the country following deportation. Trump’s proposed
2018 budget rightly funds 75 additional immigrationjudge teams and 20 additional attorneys and support staff
for immigration litigation in order to speed up removal
proceedings.
Local police departments are shaking the cup for
more federal funding, but the Trump administration
should resist. Federal grants are not new money; they
are merely the same taxpayers’ dollars that localities rely
on, minus the huge administrative costs of being routed
through Washington. Though many departments desperately need more officers and more tactical training, the
better way to provide those resources is to lower federal
spending mandates and the federal tax burden so that localities can pay for their own policing needs. Chicago
mayor Rahm Emanuel is taking the lead in demanding
more federal money for social programs and summer
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jobs. But if government welfare programs were the solution to crime, we would have had crime-free inner cities
decades ago.
Only initiatives that are truly national in scope should
be federally funded. Research on what works in crimefighting is a proper federal function, since local police
departments lack the money to conduct their own studies. Topics to be explored include: the effectiveness of
public-order and hot-spot policing; the relationship between criminal history and recidivism; and the success
rate of electronic monitoring. The federal Task Force on
Crime Reduction and Public Safety, announced in February, will explore how to improve data collection in order
to fight crime more effectively; a crash course in CompStat data analysis would help detect unmet data needs.
The Obama DOJ spent a lot of time talking about
police “legitimacy”; by contrast, the Trump DOJ should
advocate for more hands-on, scenario-based tactical
training that helps officers avoid the need to use deadly
force. Officers should be taught how to cope with stress.
When cops use foul language, threats, and unjustified
force, they are usually overreacting to stress. The current
fad for de-escalation training is appropriate, so long as
the proposed principles do not jeopardize officer safety.
From dash-cam videos to body cameras on officers,
technology plays an increasingly vital role in policing
and in public perceptions of policing. Several areas need
to be addressed. The cost of storing video from police
body cameras has become a huge problem. The federal
government could help determine if a federal cloud for
storage or a state consortium is the best solution. Washington should encourage departments to adopt lawful
surveillance technology such as aerial cameras and family genetic matching to target criminals surgically.
National legislation is needed on encryption. Lawenforcement agencies now fear “going dark” during the
surveillance of criminals and terrorists, thanks to encryption. The feds could also help with technology to
improve communications (interoperability) between the
nation’s 18,000 police departments. Anti-cop activists
and anarchists are breaking into law-enforcement communications. Police WiFi was hacked during the November 2014 anti-cop riots in Ferguson, Missouri; the
previous month, a radio operator tried to interfere with
police movements and air-support operations in the area.
Masked Black Bloc anarchists and Black Lives Matter
activists will join forces in the Trump era to attack law
and order, as happened in the Berkeley, California, riot in
early February 2017. Federal and local law enforcement
need to up their game in countering such lawlessness;
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the wearing of masks to facilitate crime must be severely
penalized.
The Obama Justice Department ordered more than
28,000 federal law-enforcement officers and prosecutors
into “implicit-bias” training—a form of sensitivity reeducation aimed at teaching police how to combat their
own (alleged) subliminal prejudices. Attorney General
Sessions should cancel this initiative and lift the pressure on local police departments to put their own officers
through this wasteful exercise. The claim that policing,
especially police shootings, is riven with “implicit bias”
is untrue—in 2016 alone, four academic studies showed
that if there is a bias in police shootings, it works in favor
of blacks and against whites. The Office of Community
Oriented Policing (COPS) has partnered with the Office
of Violence Against Women to combat “gender bias.”
This is another waste of money and should be ended.
There is no significant gender bias in American society,
and it is not a criminal-justice issue.
The previous Justice Department’s concern with
phantom police bias extended to personnel practices. An
October 2016 report called for law-enforcement agencies
to boost their minority hiring. The report recommended
that departments weaken or eliminate their requirements
of a clean criminal record in order to make more minorities eligible. This report and the message behind it
should be withdrawn. There is no evidence that minority
officers are “fairer” in their policing. The Justice Department itself found in 2015 that black and Hispanic officers
in Philadelphia were more likely than white officers to
shoot an unarmed black suspect based on the misperception that he was armed. Lowering hiring standards, particularly criminal-background standards, is a sure recipe
for corruption and incompetence on a police force.
Obama’s Task Force on 21st Century Policing recommended that police departments mandatorily report
to the DOJ their race and gender composition. This recommendation should be axed. And any mandated reporting on police activity that includes the race of suspects
stopped or arrested should be accompanied by data on
racial crime rates in the police agency’s juridiction. Ideally, the word “diversity” would be excised from all federal communications when it refers to race, sex, sexual
orientation, or gender identity. Those traits have no bearing on federal programs or on qualifications for federal
employment.
Trump is under pressure from conservatives to fire
FBI director James Comey for his actions regarding
presidential candidate Hillary Clinton’s e-mail server,
his refusal to corroborate Trump’s wiretap allegations

against Obama, and the FBI’s investigation of ties between Trump associates and Russia. Trump should resist
the pressure to fire him. Comey was virtually the only
voice in the Obama administration to call attention to
the urban crime increase. He also correctly identified its
cause because he understands the power of policing. He
will be a valuable asset in quelling the crime spike.
Finally, while police officers have an indefeasible
obligation to treat everyone they meet with courtesy and
respect and within the confines of the law, community
members have a reciprocal obligation to obey police
commands and not resist arrest. The Trump administration could start a national campaign: “Comply now,
complain later.” Such a campaign would publicize the
fact that the vast majority of questionable police shootings over the last several years, as well as the justified
police shootings, were triggered by the noncompliance
of the victims.
—FrontPageMagazine.com, April 26, 2017

Tom Hayden—Communist
by Stephen J. Morris

Tom Hayden was a radical left-wing American activist who died in October 2016. He initially became
famous as the principal author of the 1962 Port Huron
Statement, a founding document of the Students for a
Democratic Society, which promoted a vague notion
of “participatory democracy” and criticized US Cold
War foreign policy. He became more famous as an antiVietnam leader, first by making a pilgrimage to Hanoi in
1965, next by helping to organize what became violent
demonstrations at the Democratic Party’s 1968 convention in Chicago, and later by marrying and working with
Jane Fonda to defeat American policy in Vietnam. The
consistent obsession of Haydens’ life was what he considered his virtuous and courageous role in opposing the
Vietnam Way policies of the United States.
In Hell No, his rambling farewell testament, Hayden
attempts to rescue the antiwar movement from what he
sees as denigration and obscurity. He is particularly angry at the lack of respect for the “peace activists” who
opposed American policies, in light of a newfound public respect for the veterans of the Vietnam War. Hell No
has something of a stream-of-consciousness quality, as
the author jumps from one topic to another, from declarations about the politics of the war to personal memoir,
with no analytical or narrative coherence. The writing is
5
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President Thieu was forced to fight “a poor man’s war.”
The fact is that Hayden’s life was in large part a
crusade for the cause of the Vietnamese communists.
He returned from his trip to Hanoi in 1965 singing the
praises of North Vietnam. At Bratislava, Czechoslovakia,
in 1967, he was at the center of a meeting of two dozen
American peace activists with 30 representatives from the
Hanoi regime, at which they discussed coordinated action
to ensure an American defeat and a communist takeover
in Vietnam. According to a then-left-wing activist present
at the meeting, Sol Stern, Hayden declared to his fellow
activists: “We are all Viet Cong now.” In 1979, when pacifist Joan Baez organized a petition to protest Hanoi’s racist pogrom against Vietnam’s ethnic-Chinese minority—a
pogrom that resulted in the deportation of hundreds of
thousands of “boat people”—Hayden and his wife, Jane
Fonda, organized a counterstatement defending Hanoi.
In his 1988 memoir Reunion, Hayden seemed to express a partial reconsideration of his past views of communism. He admitted: “Time has proved me overly romantic about the Vietnamese revolution.” He regretted
having felt “minimal concern” about Viet Cong atrocities
toward Vietnamese civilians and admitted being “blind to
the core of authoritarianism” that drove the regime. He
concluded: “I think many of Vietnam’s postwar problems
originated in the nature of Marxism-Leninism itself.” No
such criticism is to be found in Hell No. By 2016, Hayden
had retreated to the radical left’s default position of justifying communist crimes perpetrated in victory: “Many
will resort to their own moral compass to judge this outcome. My own view is that it was a predictable result of a
war beyond any negotiating.”
This statement points toward a fundamental problem
for Hayden. He worked hard for the victories of the communist forces in Indochina but cannot come to terms with
his moral responsibility for the disasters that followed at
the hand of his favored regimes. He speaks in passing,
for instance, of what he calls the “insanity” of the Khmer
Rouge. But nowhere in his book does he confess that he

full of assertions of his movement’s virtue and concern
for the truth.
Yet for someone with such an ostensible concern
with truthfulness, the author reveals his own knowledge
of the Vietnam War to be grotesquely defective. In discussing the war’s origin Hayden trots out discredited
sources from 1965, like I.F. Stone, who claimed that the
Viet Cong insurgents were not dependent on Hanoi but
were an independent force relying on captured South
Vietnamese weapons. Hayden seems blissfully unaware
that more than 30 years ago the Hanoi leaders themselves
admitted that, following a 1959 decision by the politburo, they had started the war. The men who infiltrated the
south from the north carried American weapons captured
not by the Viet Cong from the South Vietnamese but by
the Chinese from Americans in the Korean Way.
There is a fundamental self-contradiction in Hayden’s
analysis of the Vietnam War. He incessantly praises the
anti-war movement for bringing the war to an end through
its protests and lobbying. But at the same time he wishes
to condemn those who blame the “peace movement” for
America’s defeat: “The Vietnamese never relied upon
the American peace movement to deliver a victory for
them, as long insisted by American neoconservatives.”
Yet Hayden seems disingenuous when he claims that the
aim of the “peace movement” was merely ending the
war. Neither he nor his fellow radicals wanted the war
ended with South Vietnam remaining as a non-communist independent nation, on the model of South Korea.
The most illuminating part of Hell No is Hayden’s account of the lobbying of Congress that the “peace movement” undertook from 1973 to 1975. Several thousand
activists in certain key states pressured congressmen to
cut off funding for South Vietnam, and though Hayden
is ambiguous about the effects of the lobbying, which
he largely directed, its success in fact turned out to be
the key factor in Hanoi’s victory. As North Vietnamese
Gen. Van Tien Dung wrote shortly after the war’s end,
congressional aid cutbacks meant that South Vietnamese
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testified before Congress in early 1975 against any further military or economic aid to the Cambodian government—the only barrier to the country’s takeover by the
Khmer Rouge—and claimed that a cutoff would diminish the possibility of a bloodbath. In other words, “truth
teller” and “peace lover” Tom Hayden himself peddled
untruths in the service of military conquest by brutal totalitarian dictatorships.
—The Wall Street Journal, February 23, 2017, p. A 15

Destroying Family and
Marriage
by Paul Kengor

As the Supreme Court considers rendering unto itself
the right to redefine marriage—that is, to arrogate to itself something heretofore reserved to the laws of nature
and nature’s God—it’s a good time to have something
that liberals always insist we have: a conversation. And
given liberals’ constant calls for “tolerance” and “diversity,” they ought to be willing to sit back and join us in a
civil, healthy dialogue.
To that end, I invite them to consider something so
crucial and yet so neglected that I wrote a full book on
it, released just in time for this national conversation on
marriage. It’s titled, Takedown: From Communists to
Progressives, How the Left Has Sabotaged Family and
Marriage, and I sincerely wish liberals would lend it
their professed toleration and open-mindedness.
Before I share my thesis, I should clarify my own
stance.
I support the natural-traditional-biblical definition of
marriage that has been Western civilization’s standard
for multiple millennia. My position echoes my Roman
Catholic faith. Basically, in a nutshell, my position is
Pope Francis’ position (properly understood). Though
Piers Morgan marvels at my position as “extraordinary,”
it’s merely the one held by your grandparents, great
grandparents, great-great grandparents . . . great-greatgreat-great-great-great-great grandparents, and the ongoing long line of ancestors who preceded them. Even the
ancient Greeks and Romans, long viewed as the models
of perversity, never broached the unthinkable prospect
of same-gender people marrying. That simply has never
been marriage. What millions of Americans are rushing
to do right now is completely unprecedented.
Today’s leftists should understand that they are the
7

new One Percenters. They stand against the literal 99%plus of humans who ever bestrode the planet, who never conceived of marriage as anything beyond man and
woman.
As for those who disagree with me, and no longer
support marriage as reserved to one man and one woman—a redefinition which will ultimately open the door
to numerous new configurations—I’d like to address
you politely with a point I’m sure you haven’t considered. Do I expect to change your mind or those of Elena
Kagan or Ruth Bader Ginsburg or the wider culture?
No, I don’t. America has entered a protracted phase of
post-Judeo-Christian thinking, where individualism and
relativism reign supreme, fostered by a steady stream
of incredibly naïve parents who marched their children
in wide-eyed cadence through the educational system at
giant costs both financial and moral. Nothing short of
a major religious revival will save it. This culture and
country will redefine marriage, either this month or in
the months and years ahead.
That said, I would like to inform gay-marriage supporters of something they haven’t considered. Here it
goes, a brief summary of what I detail over a couple
hundred pages in Takedown:
Efforts to fundamentally transform family and marriage have been long at work, but never (until now) accepted and pushed by the mainstream. In the past, these
efforts were spearheaded by the most dangerous leftists.
For two centuries, leftist extremists made their arguments, from the 1800s to the 1960s, beginning with the
Communist Manifesto, where Marx and Engels wrote
of the “abolition of the family!” Efforts to revolutionize
family and marriage continued from socialist utopians
like Robert Owen, Charles Fourier, and Albert Brisbane,
to cultural Marxists in the Frankfurt School such as Herbert Marcuse and Freudian-Marxist Wilhelm Reich, to
20th-century leftists and progressives ranging from the
Bolsheviks—Lenin, Trotsky, Alexandra Kollontai—to
Margaret Sanger, Betty Friedan, Kate Millett, and ‘60s
radicals like Bill Ayers, Bernardine Dohrn, and Mark
Rudd. When Tom Hayden and Robert Scheer ran a “Red
Family” colony in near Berkeley in the 1960s, they were
merely following the footsteps of socialist-utopian colonies in the 1800s in places like Oneida, New York and
New Harmony, Indiana.
Were these “ideological colonists” (to borrow an apt
description by Pope Francis) supporting gay marriage?
Of course, not. No group of radicals, no matter how unhinged, ever contemplated that. The mere fleeting contemplation, the mere momentary notion, the slightest
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passing fancy of a man legally marrying another man in
the 1850s or 1950s would have been scoffed at as incomprehensible. Such proponents would have been deemed
certifiably insane. Public authorities might well have
hauled them away as menaces to society.
These fundamental transformers did, however, seek
to break down natural-traditional-biblical boundaries for
family and marriage. They sought every means to reshape and redefine. They did so to the point that now, today, the Communist Party USA, the People’s World, and
even Castro’s Cuba, not to mention leftist groups like the
Beyond Marriage campaign, have picked up their mantle and embraced gay marriage as the vehicle to achieve
what their leftist forbears were unable to achieve.
For the far left, gay marriage is the Trojan horse to
secure the takedown of marriage it has long wanted, and
countless everyday Americans are oblivious to the older,
deeper forces at work. And even more delicious for the
left, gay marriage is serving as a stunningly effective
tool in attacking what the far left has always hated most:
religion.
In a telling moment about a year ago, I received an
email from a reader who once had been part of the “gay
left.” He told me that even most gay people, who are either not political or nowhere near as political as the extreme left, have no idea how their gay-marriage advocacy fits and fuels the far left’s anti-family agenda, and
specifically its longtime take-down strategy aimed at the
nuclear family. The emailer is exactly right (and inspired
me to begin collecting the material that led to this book).
Indeed, most of the gay people I have known are Republicans. Generally, I have had no problem easily dialoguing with them, though it is getting more difficult, as
liberals have done their usual excellent job convincing
an entire group that I as a conservative hate them. Even
when socially liberal—and, even then, mainly on matters like gay rights—the gay people I’ve met have been
economic conservatives, not to mention pro-life on abortion. But in signing on the dotted line for gay marriage,
they have also, whether they realize it or not, enlisted
in the radical left’s unyielding centuries-old attempt to

undermine the family. The same is true, ironically, for
“conservatives” who support gay marriage, for libertarians who worship a golden calf of “freedom” that is fully
separated from faith, and for the “moderates” swimming
(as they usually do) with the cultural tide.
Unlike the communists who ripped marriage as
“bourgeois claptrap,” as a form of “slavery” and “vile
patriarchy,” as a system of “captive housewives,” and
who forcibly collectivized children into full-time nurseries in order to deliberately undermine the traditional
family, the vast majority of today’s proponents of samesex marriage have friendly motives. Their goal is not to
tear down but to “expand” marriage to a new form of
spousal partner. They do this with the intent of providing
a new “freedom” and “right” to a new group of people. I
get that. Unfortunately, there’s so much that they are not
getting.
Today’s advocates of same-sex marriage need to be
aware of the quite insidious deeper historical-ideological
forces they are unwittingly serving. Sure, that knowledge
still will likely not change their minds, but it’s something
that a well-informed, thoughtful person should at least
be willing to learn before urging the unprecedented action that our culture and court may be about to take.
—American Thinker, May 28, 2015
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